What’s Needed: All Designs

$1 Gloves (children or adult)
Gorilla® Hot Glue Sticks
Hot Glue Gun
Scissors

Extras:

Skeleton
Chalk Paint (white)
Paint Brush (flat)

Princess
Trim
Sticker Gems
Sticker Pearls

Scary Witch
Craft Paint (green)
Craft Paint (glitter)
Red Felt
Black Creepy Cloth
Sm Plastic Spiders
Paint Brush

Mummy
White Creepy Cloth
Fabric Fusion Tape®
(1/4”)
Sm Plastic Spiders

Fancy Witch
Ribbon (1 yard)
Sm Plastic Spiders

Additional characters can be created by changing the color and/or materials!

- Skeleton- Spider or Knight
- Princess- Mermaid, Fairy or Ghost Bride
- Scary Witch- Cat, Raven, Wolf, or Monster
- Mummy- Ghost
- Fancy Witch- Clown or Doll
How To Make It: Skeleton

S1- Select glove colour: black gloves with white painted bones, white gloves with black painted bones or pink gloves with white painted bones.

S2- Place gloves, paint and brush on a paintable work surface.

S3- Place a dollop of paint on a Piece of paper. Mix a few drops of water into the paint to make it flow.

S4- Beginning on the thumb paint three bones. Use the pattern as a shape guide.

Note: Due to the acrylic fibers, paint will brush out uneven creating a spooky effect. For solid bones apply 2 coats of paint.

S5- Paint the bones shapes on the index finger next. Paint 4 bones.

S6- Continue painting bones on the remaining fingers. Paint uneven circles on the palm to create the hand bones.

S7- Brush white paint over the cuff of the glove to mock the wrist.

S8- Let paint dry. Repeat on the right-hand glove.

Note: Don’t forget to turn glove in the opposite direction from the left to create a pair.

S9- Skeleton gloves are finished and ready to wear

- Spider Gloves- paint a line on each finger to create the spider’s legs.
- Knight Gloves- Increase the size of the bone pattern to cover more of the finger’s sides, paint with silver or gray paint.
How To Make It: **Princess**

**P1** - Select glove colour, white or a pastel are good options for princesses.

**P2** - Place gloves, trim and sticker gems on a flat work surface (a flower and leaf trim (1 yd), 24 pearl sticker, 18 sm. pink sticker gems and 20 purple teardrops sticker gems were used to make this pair).

**P3, P4** - Starting on the back side of the glove, hot glue the trim around the top of the cuff. Spot glue the trim on (flower only) leaving gaps between the glued areas so cuff can expand when put on. Glue trim ends together to secure.

**P5** - Repeat the spot glue method to attach a piece of trim around the ring finger of the glove. Repeat for the right-hand glove.

**P6** - If desired add additional trim to the gloves.

**P7** - Embellish the gloves by randomly hot gluing sticker pearls.

**P8** - Embellish the trim by hot gluing sticker gems on the flowers and leaves.

**Note:** Sticker gems are small (choking hazard) and should be used for age appropriate children only!

**P9** - Princess gloves are now finished and ready to wear.

- **Mermaid Gloves** - Use coastal colours, star, pearl and sequin (fish scales) embellishments.
- **Fairy Gloves** - Add leaves and natural embellishments.
- **Ghost Bride** - Select all white embellishments.
How To Make It: Scary Witch

W1- Select gloves, colour of paint and felt for finger nails.

W2- Place gloves, paint and brush on a protected work surface. Squirt a dollop of paint on a piece of paper. Mix a little water into the paint (to help it flow), repeat as needed.

W3- Paint the entire top of both gloves with paint. Do not saturate.

W4- Painted gloves will have light and dark areas due to the acrylic fibers. Let paint dry.

Note: For solid coloured gloves paint twice.

W5- Squirt a dollop of glitter paint on a piece of paper. Mix a little water into the paint (to help it flow), repeat as needed. Lightly paint both gloves with glitter paint. Let gloves dry.

W6- Cut 10 felt fingernails.

W7- Hot glue one nail on the tip of each finger. Hot glue plastic spiders or other embellishments randomly on the gloves.

W8- Cut a 24” piece of creepy cloth. Tie a knot in the center. Hot glue the knot above the top of the cuff.

Note: After glove is on wrap the cloth around the wrist and knot to secure.

W9- Witch gloves are now finished and ready to wear.

- Cat or Raven- Omit painting glove, add black felt nails. Wrap wrist with black feathers or faux fur.
- Wolf- Brown gloves covered with pieces of faux fur, grey felt nails.
- Monster- Green felt nails.
How To Make It: *Mummy*

1. Place gloves, white creepy cloth and Fabric Fusion Tape® on a flat work surface.

2. Lay the creepy cloth over a glove. Cut cloth to the size of the glove. *Note:* Cloth should be loose not taunt on the glove.

3. Place strips of the Fabric Fusion Tape from the fingers to the cuff of the glove. Tape strips should be different lengths.

4. Remove the release paper from the tape.

5. Starting from the left side of the glove, set the creepy cloth over the tape. Press cloth against the tape. Move the cloth threads to cover tape.

6. Add additional tape to hold cloth in place on fingers.

7. Press cloth against tape. Cover any exposed tape areas with threads cut from the bulk piece of cloth.

8. Hot glue plastic spiders randomly over the glove. Repeat for the other glove.

9. Mummy gloves are finished and ready to wear.

- **Aged Mummy**- Soak creepy cloth in tea to stain it an aged brownish colour. Let dry prior to attaching to glove.
- **Ghost**- Drape a larger piece of creepy cloth over the glove so it hangs off the fingers. This will create a ghoulish ghostly look to the gloves.
How To Make It: **Fancy Witch**

**F1** - Select a ribbon to coordinate the gloves colour. Note: *Sample is made with an orange and black polka-dot 2 ½” wide wire edged ribbon.*

**F2** - Place gloves, ribbon (1 yd, ½ yd per bow) and spiders on a flat work surface.

**F3** - Cut ribbon in half (2- 18” pieces). Tie each piece of ribbon into a bow. Pull bow loose till even.

**F4** - Sample bows are 4” wide.

**F5** - Pull the wire out approx. 1 ½” from the bows tail. Cut wire off. Repeat for the remaining 3 wire edged sides. Note: *This will keep with from poking wrist.*

**F6** - Hot glue the bow knot of each bow to the top of the cuff (front side of glove)

**F7** - Fluff bow loops and fishtail bow ends.

**F8** - Hot glue plastic spiders randomly around the gloves.

**F9** - Fancy Witch gloves are finished and ready to wear.

- Clown Gloves- White, primary or coordinate colour with costume paired with colourful ribbon.
- Doll Gloves- White gloves with coordinating ribbon or lace bows.

See More DIY Ideas at [www.bluarlan.com](http://www.bluarlan.com)